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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered in this work is the uniform asymptotic approxi- 
mation of solutions of the initial value problem for the scalar differential 
equation, 
YC + Cf(% t, Y, Y’) + y = 0, (1.1) 
for small positive values of the parameter E. Herein, f is a polynomial in y 
and y’ whose coefficients are 2rr-periodic functions of t having asymptotic 
power series representations with respect to E. 
When f is analytic in E, solutions of (1.1) have Taylor expansions with 
respect to E. But it is a well-known fact that finite Taylor expansions usually 
furnish asymptotic approximations to solutions of (1 .l) only on finite t 
intervals. A simple and often cited example is given by 
y" + 2ey’ + y = 0, 
Y(O) = 0, Y’(O) = 1, 
(1.2) 
whose solution is 
y(t) = (1 - +1/Z e+ sin[(l - .?)1/2 t]. (1.3) 
The Taylor expansion through order E for the solution of (1.2) is 
sin t - rt sin t, which approximates (1.3) to order c2 only over finite intervals. 
Research on perturbation procedures which are at least formally valid for 
“long times” goes back many years, including work of Lindstedt and of 
PoincarC in the late 19th century, and studies of Van der Pol early in this 
century. These works are referenced and discussed at some length in 
Minorsky (1). 
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In the 1930’s Kryloff and Bogoliuboff (cf. (2)) developed a quite general 
perturbation method. This method has come to be known as the “method 
of averaging,” and has been the subject of extensive theoretical and applied 
research ever since. A detailed account of the averaging method may be 
found in Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky (3), in which theorems are proven on 
the asymptotic validity of the method. A more recent discussion is to be 
found in Hale (4) (cf. also (5)). G’h 1 man (6) has related the method of averaging 
to continuous parameter dependence. Further results in this direction have 
been obtained in Krasnoselskii and Krein (7), Kurzweil and Vorel (8), 
Antosiewicz (9), Kurzweil (lo), and Neustadt (11). 
In the early 1960’s another powerful perturbation method was developed 
in the researches of Cole and Kevorkian (cf. (12, 13, and 14)). This method 
is known under the various names, the “method of multiple scales,” the 
“two variable method,” or simply “two-timing.” It is based on a conjecture 
which is consistent with the solution of (1.2); that more than one time scale 
is involved in the behavior of the solutions of (1.1)-a “slow” time and a 
“fast” time. For problems without external forcing terms of order one, as in 
(l.l), the slow time is 7 = et, and the fast time is tf = t( 1 + CQE + a2c2 + . ..). 
The cited works of Cole and Kevorkian do not include proofs of the asymp- 
totic validity of their two-timing methods. However, theorems establishing 
equivalence of averaging and two-timing have been obtained by Morrison (15) 
and more extensively by Perko (16), thus providing indirect proofs of asymp- 
totic validity. 
In (17), Reiss has proposed a simplified two-timing method using ‘T = et 
as the slow time, while retaining the original variable t as the fast time. 
In (18) Kollett used the variables proposed by Reiss for equations of the 
form (1 .l) with f independent of E and, either linear as a function of y and y’ 
or independent of t. The procedure is as follows. The two-timing approxi- 
mation is of the form 
By formally inserting this expression into the differential equation and 
equating the coefficient of & to zero for each j, one finds that each yj satisfies 
a partial differential equation of the form 
where S+-i depends on E, 7, t and the previous yz’s. These problems are 
underdetermined but become determinate by requiring that as a function 
oft, W is orthogonal to both sin t and cos t with respect to the inner product 
of L2(0, 2~). This “secularity condition” completely determines the yj’s by 
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solving ordinary differential systems. An immediate consequence of the 
procedure is that there is a positive number T such that all functions yj(~t, t) 
exist and are bounded on [0, T/c]. Kollett further gave direct proofs that 
these two-timing approximations are uniformly valid on such “expanding 
intervals.” This is the type of result generally available through the more 
complicated procedure of averaging. 
In Section 2 we first describe the expansion procedure used by Kollett 
for problem (1 .I). We then examine the calculation of the expansion coeffi- 
cients and show that a device, used for particular problems in (14, p. 92) 
and Chow (19) to calculate y”, applies whenever (1.1) is autonomous. This 
reduces the calculation of y” to solution of a first-order scalar ordinary 
differential equation of separable type, possibly followed by a quadrature. 
In Section 3 we present asymptotic estimates, valid for all positive time, 
for three subcases of problem (1.1) with damping. In each case we show that 
for small positive E the error, 
y  - f  yj(d, t) d, 
j=O 
is dominated by &‘&‘+lr(~t) for all t E [0, co), where r(d) tends to zero at 
a known rate as et + co. First considered are linear equations with average 
damping. An example is given which can be viewed as a spring-mass system 
which is only “damped on the average” by “damping” and “restoring” 
forces which are out of phase. Next considered are autonomous nonlinear 
equations with at least linear damping. This generalizes the aforementioned 
work of Reiss. The results for y  - y” correspond to a theorem of (3, Sec- 
tion 29) and its extension by Sethna and Moran (20). As an example an 
equation from electrical circuit theory given in (2, p. 3) is considered. Finally 
we study nonlinear autonomous equations with velocity damping; one case 
being the cubic damping equation. Of interest here is that the damping is 
weaker than linear. The approximants have algebraic rather than exponential 
decay. It appears to be difficult to extend these half line results to damped 
equations such as y” + cyay’ + y  = 0. 
Section 4 contains the proofs of the theorems stated in Section 3, and some 
lemmas needed for these proofs. We note that our results for damped equa- 
tions hold without modification of the fast time. Modifying the fast time 
probably leads to some improvement in the estimates, and would certainly 
be of importance for equations admitting limit cycles. 
A few comments are now in order. Partial derivatives are denoted by 
subscripts, e.g., yI denotes ay/&. M is used generically as a constant whose 
value changes from place to place, but is always independent of E. O-notation 
refers to a limiting process as E 4 0. All numbers and functions are real, 
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save where we make explicit use of complex exponentials. The asymptotic 
expansions generated herein are generalized asymptotic expansions as, e.g., 
in (17), i.e., the coefficient of & may depend on E. Finally, we wish to thank 
Drs. Paul Fife and Hermann Flaschka for helpful comments on portions of 
this work, and to thank Dr. Zdenek Vorel for pointing out some of the 
references on averaging. 
2. THE FORMAL EXPANSION PROCEDURE 
Consider the initial value problem 
Y” + cf(e, t, Y, Y’) +-Y = 0, 
Y(O) = a, y’(0) = b. 
We assume that f has the form 
where 
f(% 6 Y, Y’) = i: fm.n(% 4 YYY’)n, 
m+n=l 
(2.1) 
fm.4 LO, %I x P, a) - LIP is continuous, 
fm,n(% *): P, 00) + w is periodic of period 2~r, 
and that fm,n has the uniform asymptotic expansion, 
fm.n(% t) - 1 ‘&.&) Ej, 
QO 
i.e., there exists M = M(N) > 0 such that for all (E, t) E [0, co] x [0, co), 
where gk.,: [0, co) --f R1 is continuous and periodic of period 27~. 
For notational convenience, C’:= , n = 0, 1, 2,..., denotes the real linear 
space of functions from the half line [0, co) into FP which are n-times con- 
tinuous& dz$ferentiable and 2r-periodic. C’z denotes the intersection of all the 
spaces C& . 
A function w E C,O, can be uniquely decomposed as 
w = w1 + w2 + wl, 
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wl(t) = (+ JoZn w(t) sin t dt sin t, ) 
w2(t) = (+ Jyn w(t) cos t dt) cos t, 
and, 
wL = w - w1 - wg . 
W,l (respectively, W-l) denotes the subspace of functions w E C& (respectively, 
Cg) such that w = wL. 
To obtain a formal generalized asymptotic expansion for the solution, y, 
of (2.1), let T = Et and write 
y  m 1 y+, t) 2. 
9>0 
For convenience set 
YN = f yj<j 
j=O 
and y-2 = y-l = y-1 = 0. 
Now formally insert the expansion (2.2) into (2.1) and equate the coefficient 
of each power of E to zero. This yields the sequence of partial differential 
equations, 
y$ + yj zzz -yy - 2yj;’ - (Ef (E, t, Yj-1, Y-‘)}j 
E P(T, t), (2.3) 
with initial conditions, 
~‘(0, 0) = aSjo , ytj(0, 0) = bSjo - y:-‘(0, 0), (2.4) 
forj = 0, 1,2 ,... . Herein, Sjo is the Kronecker symbol and { jj denotes the 
coefficient of & in the expansion of the quantity in brackets. 
Settingj = 0 in (2.3) gives 
YTt + Y0 = 0, 
so, 
~‘(7, t) = A,(T) COS t -j- B,(T) Sin t, 
where A, and B, are functions which, by (2.4), satisfy 
-4,(O) = a, B,(O) = b. 
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Thus for j = 1, (2.3) becomes 
y$ -+ y1 = PA; sin t - 2&l’(7) cos t - (Ef(% 4 y”, lYP + YtO>l - 
Hence, 
yl(T, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + ypl(T, t), 
where A, and B, are functions satisfying 
A,(O) = 0, B,(O) = --A,‘(O), 
and, 
$(T, t) = s,’ sin(t - S) g’(T) S) ds. 
Note that F(7, *): [0, co) -+ W is periodic of period 27r. Thus yl(T, e): 
[0, a)) -t R1 is bounded if and only if p(T, a) E W,‘-. Now F“(T, a) E ZVoL 
if and only if (with an obvious ordered pair notation), 
(A,;, B,‘) = & Im (cf (c, t, y”, cy” + ~2))~ (sin t, -cos t) dt. (2.5) 
Equations (2.5) form an autonomous system of ordinary differential equations 
for A, and B, which, together with the initial conditions A,(O) = a, B,(O) = b, 
uniquely determine A, and B, as analytic functions on a T-interval [0, T) 
where T > 0 and possibly T = co. By now imposing the condition 
F(T, .) E WoL, y” is completely determined and thus so is yP1. Observe 
that Eqs. (2.5) are the same as in the first approximation by the method of 
averaging. 
To determine A, and Bl , letj = 2 in (2.3) (2.4) which yields 
~~(7, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + yp2(7, t), 
where A, and B, are functions satisfying 
and, 
A,(O) = 0, B,(O) = --A,‘(O), 
yk”(T, t) = jot sin(t - s) %‘(T, S) ds. 
Since s2(T, .) is 2m-periodic, y2(T, e): [0, co) - iR1 is bounded if and only if 
s2(T, *) E woL. The condition y’(T, *) E woL is easily seen to yield a linear 
system of ordinary differential equations of the form 
[$]’ = cdl(T) [“,:] + J1/;cTh 
1 
409/51/2-10 
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where J?‘~(T) is a 2 x 2 matrix and JP~( 7 a 2-dimensional column vector. ) 
The entries of &‘r and -Y; are defined and analytic on the interval, [0, IQ, 
of existence for A, and B, . Together with the initial conditions A,(O) 7. : 0, 
B,(O) = --,4,‘(O), this uniquely determines il, and B, as analytic functions 
on [0, T). Hence y1 is completely determined and also yP”. 
This procedure can be repeated to any order. In general, 
with 
yj(~, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + Y&T, t), 
yPj(7, t) = jot sin(t - s) Fj(7, s) cls, S”(T, s) - 0. 
The system of equations determining A, and B, is autonomous and generally 
nonlinear, but is linear if (2.1) is, and may be linear even if (2.1) is not, as 
will be seen shortly. For all j > 1 the system of equations determining Aj 
and Bj is linear and has the form 
where J$(T) is a 2-dimensional column vector. Thus the fundamental 
matrices are the same for all j 2 1. For all j > 0, Ai and Bj are defined and 
analytic on the interval of existence for A, and B, . 
We now show that when the initial value problem (2.1) is autonomous, the 
system determining A, and B, is conceptually simpler to solve than (2.1). 
The device used is to first solve for A,2 + Bo2 and has been exploited in 
particular problems in Cole (14, p. 92) and Chow (19). We prove here that 
this technique always reduces the problem of determination of A,, and B, 
to solving a first-order scalar ordinary differential equation of separable type, 
possibly followed by a quadrature. This device does not in general apply 
when (2.1) is nonautonomous, as can be seen from both Example 2.1 and 
the linear problems to be investigated in Section 3. 
Complex exponentials are convenient for this purpose, so let 
Co = +(A0 - iB,), D, = +(A, + iB,), 
where i = (-l)‘/“. Then, 
yo(~, t) = C,(T) eit + D,,(r) e-it. 
Assuming that (2.1) is autonomous and writing f(~, y, y’) = f(~, t, y, y’), 
fnl.,d~) -.Ln(~, t), yields 
{f(%Y”, EY70 +Yt”h = f  Gn,n(YO)m (Yt”)“, 
rn+n=l 
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where c,,,, = fm,%(0). Equations (2.5) become 
(c;, D;) = ;?f; In (f,_, c~,~(Y~)~ (rt”)“) Wt, -et9 dt. (2.6) 
Now, 
(~0)~ (yz>” = in i. (f) C~-kD$ei(m-2k)t . go (y) (-1)’ C~-zDozei(n-2z)t. 
Thus Eqs. (2.6) become, 
co’ = i i 
m+n=1 
i”+‘c,,, C* (-1)’ (TJ (;“) C~+n-(k+z)Dok+z, 
D,’ = - i& i 
m+n=1 
in+lcm,n C** (-1)’ (y) (9) C~+n--(k+z)D~z, 
where * denotes summation over k, E such that 2(k + I) = m + n - 1 
and ** denotes summation over k, I such that 2(k + 1) = m + n + 1. 
Observe that only terms y”(y’)” f or which m + n is odd contribute to these 
equations. Furthermore, 
(2.7) 
Do’ = _ 3 ~’ jn+lc,,,e,,,C~m+n-l)IZD~~+~+l)12, 
m+n=1 
where ’ denotes summation over m, n such that m + n is odd, and 
(2.8) 
L.,, = C* (--llz (y) (f) , em,n = c** t-1)’ (F) (y) - 
With m + n odd, let Y be the integers from max[O, (m - n - 1)/2] to 
min[m, (m + n - 1)/2] and let Q be the integers from max[O, (m - n + 1)/2] 
to min[m, (m + n + 1)/2]. Then, 
d 7n.n = & (-lY(m+n-l)‘z’-k (T) ([(m + n : l)/2] - K) 
= JI:, (-1)[(m+n-1)‘21-k (m Y ,J ([(n - m J 1)/z] + K) 
= g (-l)w-~-wl+~ (“) ( 
J [(m+nn+l)j2]-j 1 
= (-1)” em,n. 
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Hence multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.7) (respectively, (2.8)) by D, (respec- 
tively, C,,) and adding the resulting equations gives, 
where 
R, = COD, = (A,” + Bo2)/4, 
and ’ denotes summation over m, n such that both m + n and n are odd. 
Together with the initial condition 
R,(O) = (a2 + 0/4, (2. IO) 
the separable Eq. (2.9) determines the “modulus” of y”. 
With I?, satisfying (2.9), (2.10), Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) become 
where N denotes summation over m, n such that m + n is odd and n is even. 
By letting 
these equations become, 
4’ = Wo’IRo) A, + &301, (2.11) 
4’ = WG’IRo) Bo - 4~401. (2.12) 
This system is explicitly solvable as follows. Let 
4(d = [R~(WOW’~ Ao(4, ao(4 = [%W/ROWI”~ BOW. 
Then, 
J%(O) = 4 ho = h 
and do , go satisfy 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.13) (respectively, (2.14)) by -01a (respectively, 
go) and adding the resulting equations gives 
Thus, 
[do2 + 5&q’ = 0. 
d;(T) + L&)2(T) = a2 + b2, 
and (2.13), (2.14) can be solved by elementary substitution and integration. 
Hence we obtain, 
A,(T) = 2[R0(T)]1/2 sin /arc sin[a/(a” + b2)lp] + 4 jOT SO(o) doi , 
(2.15) 
B,(T) = 2[&,(T)]1/2 cos /arc cos[b/(a2 + b2)l12] + 4 jOT S,(U) &T/ . 
Retaining the assumption that (2.1) is autonomous, we now note cases 
in which the linear systems for Ai , B. 3 , j > 1, are simple enough to be 
solvable by quadrature. For this purpose, an easy calculation shows that 
y’t:l + yi+’ = _ y;;’ - 2yj, - {Ef(E, Y’ Yj’)}j+l 
= 2&'(~)Sin t - 2B,'(~)cos t 
- m~~lcm~n 
[m(r”)“-’ (Yt”)” Y’ + 4YO)” (YWIYtil 
- yf;’ i-l - 2(Y& + P(YO,..., YY YtO,..., yt , Y70>..., Y!Y), 
where P is a polynomial. Hence if there is an odd integer K such that; if 
C m,n = fmJO) is nonzero and m + n is odd, then m + n = K and n is odd, 
it follows from (2.9)-(2.15) that 
Jhfl(T) = [R0(T)](m+n-1)/2 9, (2.17) 
where 9 is a constant matrix. Thus if K > 1, Aj , Bj are solutions of linear 
equidimensional systems. If  K = n = 1, OY if c,,, = 0 whenever m f  n is 
odd, A, , Bj satisfy linear constant coeficients systems. 
We now give a theorem on the asymptotic validity of the expansion (2.2) 
for the general, autonomous or nonautonomous, initial value problem (2.1). 
The proof of our theorem is a trivial modification of the proof of a theorem 
of (18, Theorem 3) for the case when f  is independent of both E and t, and 
so is omitted. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For E su#iciently small, there exist M, k > 0 such that (2.1) 
has a unique soZution defined on [0, k/c] and, with Y” as defined previously, 
1 y(t) - PV(,t, t)1 + 1 y’(t) - Yfi’(&, t)j < MPf’ 
for all t E [0, k/E]. 
A number of generalizations without essential modification of the expansion 
procedure are possible. The initial conditions may be given as asymptotic 
series in E and the dependence off on y, y’ may be in the form of convergent 
power series with a common radius of convergence. The latter generalization 
would, in general, lead to severe computational difficulties for the expansion 
coefficients and, unless the power series all have infinite radii of convergence, 
the initial conditions must be restricted. The zero on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (2.1) may be replaced by any function in WoL, in which case the 
computational techniques for the autonomous case still apply when f is 
independent of t. Finally, when f is independent of t, the last term, y, on 
the right-hand side of (2.1) may be replaced by w2y or w*(c)y where w is 
smooth in E and w(O) # 0. 
We conclude this section with an example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the initial value problem, 
y” + E(COS t)(y’)” + y  = 0, y(0) = 0, y’(0) = -1. 
For this example, 
(ef (6 t, y”, Y”‘)>l = (cos t)(rtO>*, 
so since y”(7, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t, 
W(T, t) = (2L4,’ + &B,) sin t - (2B,’ + @IO2 + $B,s) cos t 
+ *(Ao2 - Bo2) cos 3t + &A,B, sin 3t. 
With P(T) t) so written as a finite Fourier series with coefficients dependent 
on 7, the initial value problem for A, , B, is immediately seen to be, 
Hence, 
and so, 
A,’ + &4,B, = 0, 
B,’ + +/lo2 + +Bo2 = 0 
40) = 0, B,(O) = il. 
A,(T) = 0, B,(T) = 8(3~ - 8)-l, 
yO(Et, t) = 8(3~t - 8)-l sin t. 
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By Theorem 2.1, both y - y” and y’ - y”’ are O(E) for times of order l/c. 
Further hypotheses are needed to increase the time interval of approximation 
since in this example y” is only defined for t < 813~. 
The first term in the Taylor series of y with respect to E is -sin t which 
approximates y”, and hence y, to order E only on fixed finite t-intervals. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS FOR DAMPED EQUATIONS 
In this section we present results on asymptotic validity for all positive 
time of the expansion (2.2) for certain damped equations. Detailed informa- 
tion on each expansion is derived and examples are also given. The proofs 
of our theorems are given in Section 4. 
First consider the initial value problem 
Y” + g(t) y’ + [l + ch(t)l y = 0; 
Y(0) = 4 y’(0) = b, 
for t E [0, co) and E small and nonnegative. We assume that: 
g4T, h E C&; 
s 
2n 
g(t) dt > 0; 
0 
and, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(1 + <h)-l h’ + 2g > 0 
for all sufficiently small E. Observe that (3.4) implies 
(3.4) 
that 
h' + 2g 2 0, (3.5) 
h’ + 2g > 0 (3.6) 
implies (3.4), and that since jr h’(t) dt = 0, (3.3) and (3.5) imply that 
h’ + 2g is not the zero function. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let y  be the solution of (3.1) and I? = &oyV. Then 
for suficiently small E: 
(i) Under assumptions (3.2)-(3.4) there exists M > 0 such that 
R(e, t) E 1 y(t) - YN(<t, t)l + /y’(t) - YN’(ct, t)l < IMeN+’ 
for all t E [0, co); and 
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(ii) Under assumptions (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6), for each p satzkfying 
0 < 4P < tE$gw) + W)lT (3.7) 
there exists M > 0 such that 
R(E, t) < McN+le--rut 
for all t E [O, 00). 
The expansion for (3.1): For problem (3.1), Eqs. (2.3) become 
r’lt + yj = -y;;;" - 2~;;’ - g(t)y;--2 -g(t) yi,-’ - h(t) yi-‘. (3.8) 
Together with the initial conditions (2.4) and the “secular&y condition” (2.5), 
this yields the following initial value problem for A, , I?,, : 
~,‘+(~--)~,-(Y+5)Bo=0, 
Bo’ + 61 - Y> 4, + (B + 0) Bo = 0; (W 
Ao(0) = a, B,,(O) = b; 
where (with an obvious ordered triple notation), 
(01~8, y) = & JO’*g(t) (sin2 t, co9 t, sin t cos t) dt, 
(5, 7, e> = & J’” h(t) (sin2 t, co9 t, sin t cos t) dt. 
0 
Letting 
x0= Ago, 
I I 0 
d&f = (” - lx 
Y-7 
(3.9) becomes, 
x,l = JMXO , X0(0) = [f] * 
The eigenvalues of the matrix A%? are, 
)\-+ = & - 1 sb”” g(t) dt h [ - (j-02z h(t) dt)’ 
+ (Jb”” [g(t) cos 2t + h(t) sin 2t] dt)2 
+ (Jb”” [h(t) cos 2t -g(t) sin 2t] dt)‘]““l . 
(3.10) 
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Assumption (3.3) implies that Re X- < 0 and that if h+ is complex, Re X+ < 0. 
If X+ is real, X+ is negative if and only if 
(Io2ng(t) dt)z + cSgr h(t) dt)2 - (s,“’ [g(t) cos 2t + h(t) sin 2t] dt) 
(S 
2n 
(3.11) 
- [h(t) cos 2t 
0 
-g(t) sin 24 dt)l > 0. 
Now since 
s 
2n h’(t) at = 0 
and 0 
277 
‘0 1 
h(t) (sin 2t, cos 2t) dt = + 
I 
2a h’(t) ( cos 2t, -sin 2t) dt, 
0 
(3.11) can be rewritten as, 
(I” [g(t) + 4 h’(t)] df)’ + (s,02r h(t) df)? - (s,‘n [g(t) + Q h’(t)] cos 2t dt)’ 
- 
U 02v [g(t) + 2 h’(t)] sin 2t dt)’ > 0. (3.12) 
Since 0 # h’ + 2g > 0, the following lemma proves that the real parts of 
both A+ and A- are negative. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k: [0,277] -+ W be continuous with 0 # k 3 0. Then, 
Proof. Since k >, 0, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
IS 2n k(t) sin t cos t dt sin2 t dt )l” (I” k(t) cos2 t dt)‘12. (3.13) 0 
Moreover, equality holds in (3.13) if and only if there exist c, , c, , not both 
zero, such that cJk(t)]ll” sin t = cs[k(t)]ll” cos t for all t E [0,27r]. Since 
there is an interval on which k(t) > 0, this cannot hold unless c, = c, = 0. 
Hence strict inequality holds in (3.13). Thus (3.13) can be rewritten as 
(s 2n k(t) sin 2t dt 0 ) (I 2 < 
2?r 
k(t) [l - cos 2t] dt 0 1 2n (I 0 k(t) [l + cos 2t] dt) , 
which is the desired inequality. 
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Now for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., let Vn be the real linear space spanned by the real 
and imaginary parts of 9eAT, where k = 0, I ,..., n and X = A-+. Note that V, 
is closed under differentiation. We have proven that ~O(T, t) is a linear com- 
bination of terms each of which is the product of a function of 7 in Vi with 
a function of t in Gin , i.e., that y” belongs to the tensor product, FTl @ Cz,, . 
Thus since A, and B, have been determined so that the right-hand side of 
(3.8) forj = 1 is in V, @ FV2’, 
y1(7, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + yP1(5-, t) 
with yP1 E VI @ Ci, . It now follows from (3.8) with j = 2 that the initial 
value problem for A, , B, can be written as 
Xl’ = J@Xl + 4(T), x;(O) = [~;ot(o)] 7 
where 
Xi = [“,:I and Jv; E VI x FTl . 
It follows that X1 E Va x V3 and hence that 
yl E v, @ cEn . 
An easy induction now shows that for n 3 1, 
~“(7, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + ypn(~, t) 
with ypn E Vzzn-l @ Ci,, and A, , B, E V,,,, . Hence, 
Ylt E vm+10 GT 3 n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
We note in passing that if J&’ is diagonable, then for n 3 1, yPn E V,+, @ C&, 
andA,,B,EV,,soy”EV~@C~,forn=0,1,2 ,.... 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the initial value problem 
y”+E[2c+dsint]y’+[l +2&+EDcost]y=O; 
y(O) = a, Y’(O) = 6, 
(3.14) 
where c > 0. For (3.14), 
h’(t) + 2g(t) = 4c + (2d - D) sin t. 
Thus if 4c > 1 2d - D 1, (3.6) is satisfied and part (ii) of Theorem 3.1 
applies. Note that it is possible to choose c, d, D so that both 4c > 1 2d - D 1 
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and 2c < 1 d 1, in which case there is only average damping since the damping 
coefficient is negative on a sequence of time intervals. The matrix A? is 
whose cigenvalues are A-+ = -c f iC. A is diagonable and so 
y” E v, (3 c;n * 
For simplicity only, we now set C = 0, D = -d so that (3.14) becomes 
y”+~[2c+dsint]y’+[l -edcost]y=O; 
Y(0) = 6 y’(0) = 6. 
(3.15) 
In this case, (3.6) holds if 4c > 1 3d ] and A, , B, satisfy 
A,’ + CA, = 0, 
B,’ + cB,, = 0; 
A,(O) = a, B,(O) = b. 
Thus, 
A,(T) = ae-c7, B,(T) = be+, 
and so, 
yit + y1 = ae+. 
Hence, 
yp1(7, t) = ue+[l - cos t], 
and so A, , B, satisfy, 
A,’ + CA, = -+bc2e-c7, 
B,’ + cB, = -$z(c2 + d) e-c’; 
A,(O) = 0, B,(O) = ca. 
We thus have 
A,(T) = ---$bc2~e+ , B,(T) = cae+ - &z(c~ + d) re-CT, 
and hence for (3.15), 
yo + cyl = e-cT(a cos t + b sin t) - l (a + &bc27) e-O7 cos t 
+ l ae-CT + ,a(c - iJ(c” + d) T) e-cT sin t. 
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Next consider the initial value problem 
yfl + c[2cy’ + h(E, y, y’)] -i- ?’ :- 0; 
(3.16) 
Y(0) = a, y’(0) = b, 
for t E [0, a) and E E (0, E,,]. We assume that: 
c is a positive constant, (3.17) 
4~ Y> Y’) = G(c, Y)Y + f&, Y, Y’) Y’, (3.18) 
where G(., .) and H(., ., .) are polynomials with G(., 0) = 0, H(., 0,O) = 0, 
for all (E, y, y’) E [0, ~a] X R2, (3.19) 
s 
’ sG(E, s) ds 3 0 for all (5 Y) E [O, %I x R’, (3.20) 
0 
and, 
s 
Y  
?G’(E, s) ds > 0 for all (E, y) E [0, l O] X IIP. (3.21) 
0 
Observe that (3.19) implies that H has no terms of degree one in y and y’ 
while (3.20) implies that G has no term of first degree in y. We remark that 
the assumption that h has polynomial dependence on E is made merely for 
convenience. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let y be the soktion of (3.16) and YN = CjN_oy&j. Then, 
under assumptions (3.17)-(3.21), for E suJiciently small there exists M > 0 
such that, 
1 y(t) - YN(Et, t)j + 1 y’(t) - YN’(.5t, t)] < M~~+l(l + d)N+2 ePct 
for all t E [0, 00). 
Analogs of Theorem 3.2 can be obtained under weaker conditions on h 
by restricting the initial conditions, a, b. 
The expansion for (3.16): For problem (3.16), Eqs. (2.3) become 
rjt* + yj = -y;;;” - 2cp - 2~;;~ - 2cyi,-’ - (ch(c, Yi-‘, Yi-l’)}i . 
(3.22) 
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Together with the initial conditions (2.4) and the “secularity condition” (2.5), 
this yields the following initial value problem for A, , B, : 
A,’ + CA, - -&- s2” h(0, y”, yt) sin t dt = 0, 
0 
B,’ + cB, + & j;’ h(0, y”, yt”) cos t dt = 0; 
A,(O) = 4 B,(O) = b. 
(3.23) 
By multiplying the first of Eqs. (3.23) by A, , the second by B, , and adding, 
we obtain 
(Ao2 + Bo2)’ + 2c(Ao” + Bo2) + + j”” h(0, y”, y$‘) y: dt = 0. 
0 
Now (3.18) and the derivation of Eq. (2.9) yield, 
1”” 40, Y’, Y/‘) yt” dt = s’” WA YO, rt”) (~t0Y 4 
0 0 
which is, by (3.19), nonnegative. Hence, 
MO2 + h2)’ + 2442 + B,2) d 0, 
so, 
and thus, 
[ezCVo2 + B,2)]’ ,< 0, 
1 Ao(T)j < (u” + b2)lj2 esCT, 
1 B,(T)\ < (a2 + b2)li2 emCT. 
(3.24) 
For n = 0, 1,2 ,..., let U,, be the real linear space of functions f 3 f (7) 
for which there exist nonnegative ck, k = 0, l,..., n, such that 
If(4l < f  ckTkeccT v  7 E [O, co). 
k=O 
Further let %, be the subspace of functions f in U, having derivatives of all 
orders in U, . Since A,, B, E U, by (3.24), (3.23) implies that &‘, B,’ E U, . 
Successive differentiation of Eqs. (3.23) now shows that A,, B, E eo. 
Thus ~O(T, t) is a linear combination of terms each of which is the product 
of a function of 7 in +Yo with a function of t in C2:, i.e., y” belongs to the 
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tensor product, */II, @ C,: . Since A, and B, have been determined so that 
the right-hand side of (3.22) forj = 1 is in @,, @J Wm”, 
yl(T, t) =-. A,(T) cos t f  B,(T) sin t t ypl(T, t) 
with yP1 E OIl’ldo @ CE . 
Now the initial value problem for A, , B, can be written as 
Xl’ = [Jr + VI(T)] x-1 + -4-J; Xl(O) = [-A&,,r P (3.25) 
where 
and all entries of the matrix %?r are in 6&o . Thus, 
Xl(T) = ekTXl(0) + erg7 1’ e-Au[~l(4 X1(4 + 4(41 da, (3.26) 
0 
and since edtr-O) is bounded, an application of Gronwall’s inequality shows 
that XI is bounded. Use of the bound for XI on the right-hand side of (3.26) 
now proves that A, , B, E Ur . So (3.25) yields that Al’, B,’ E U, and succes- 
sive differentiation of Eq. (3.25) implies that A, , Bl E aI . Hence 
ylE%&@C;. 
Now by the development of the expansion in Section 2, A, , B, , n > 1, 
satisfy a system of the form, 
[2]’ = [d&f + %71(T)] [“R;] + JUT>* 
n 
Thus an easy induction shows that for n 3 1, 
yn(~, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + ypn(7, t) 
with yPn E @+, @ Cg and A, , B, E en . Hence, 
Y"E~',Oc:> n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We consider a particular nonlinear equation from electric 
circuit theory given in (2, p. 3), 
(d2+ldT2) + R(A + 3W)(d+/dT) + (Aa + B#3)/C = 0, 
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where A, B, C, and R are positive. Setting t = (C/&I2 T, y(t) = $(T), 
2~ = (X)1/2 R, de = B/A, we obtain, with the usual initial conditions 
y” + c[2y + dy3 + 6cdy2y’] + y = 0; 
Y(O) = a, y’(0) = b. 
(3.26) 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied with G(E, y) = dy2, 
H(E, y, y’) = 6dey2, and so if E is small a good approximation to the solution 
of (3.26) may be obtained from the expansion. 
Since h(0, y”, yt) = d(y0)3, the initial value problem (3.23) for A, and B, 
is, 
A,’ + A, - (3d/S)(A,” + B,“) B, = 0, 
B,’ + B, + (3d/8)(Ao3 + Bo2) A, = 0; 
A,(O) = 4 B,,(O) = b. 
Thus Eq. (2.9) for R, = (A,2 + B,2)/4 is, 
(A,2 + B,2)’ + 2(Ao2 + Bo2) = 0, 
which, together with the initial condition (2.10), yields 
izo2(~) + B:(T) = (a2 + b2) e-27. 
Thus, 
S,(T) = (3d/4)(u2 + b2) ecz7, 
and Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are, 
A,’ = ---A, + (3d/8)(a2 + b2) e-2TB, , 
B,’ = -B, - (3d/8)(u2 + b2) e-2TAo. 
So, according to (2.15), 
A,(T) = (a2 + b2)li2 e-7 sin(arcsin[a/(a2 + b2)1/2] 
+ (3d/16)(a2 + b2)[1 - e-27]}, 
B,(T) = (a2 + b2)lj2 e-7 cos(arccos[b/(u2 + b2)1/2] 
+ (3d/16)(u2 + b2)[1 - e-2T]}. 
Now consider the initial value problem 
Y” + ,(y’)@+l + y = 0; 
Y(O) = 4 Y’(O) = b, 
(3.27) 
for t E [O, co), E small and positive and p a positive integer. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let y  be the solution of (3.27) and YN = CE,,yGj. Then, 
(i) for each OL satisfying 0 < 01 < 1/2p, there exists M > 0 such that 
R(6, t) = 1 y(t) - YN(Et, t)j + \ y’(t) - YN’(ct, t)j 
< MP+l(l + et)- 
for all t E [0, CO); and 
(ii) for each 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < 1/2p, there exists M > 0 such that 
ME, M YWI + I Y’Wl)l < ~~~v+l(l + ET- 
In particular, (ii) implies that if y  > 0, the relative error between (y, y’) 
and (YN, Y”‘) is O(EN+~--Y) for times of order l/&‘+s)js. 
The expansion for (3.27): For problem (3.27), Eqs. (2.3) become 
Y’tt + Y) = -YTT 
j-2 _ 2yj,l _ (E(y~-l')zP+l}i~ (3.28) 
Thus Eq. (2.9) is 
R,’ = - (‘“,- ‘) R;+l, 
so since R,,(O) = (a2 + b2)/4, 
R,(T) = (a2 + b2)[r,(T)]-1/p, 
where 
(3.29) 
T,(T) = Z2” -/- p (‘“pi ’ ) (a2 + b2)p 7. 
Since Se = 0, Eqs. (2.15) yield 
A,(T) = 2a[r,(T)]-112p, B,(T) = 2jJ[?p(T)]-1/2p, 
and thus, 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
yo(T, t) = [rg(~)]-lj2P [2a cos t -/- 2b sin t]. (3.32) 
For K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., let SK be the set of functions defined for 7 3 0, 
s, = ((10&p(T)])k/[~p(T)]1~2p: h = 0, I,..., K}. 
Further let & be the real linear space spanned by the elements of SK and the 
derieatives of all orders of functions in SK . In particular, we have proven that 
yO(r, t) is a linear combination of terms each of which is the product of a 
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function of 7 in 9s with a function of t in Cg , i.e., y” bebmgs to the tensor 
product, .% @ CFr . A, and B, have been determined so that the right-hand 
side of (3.28) forj = 1 is in Y. @ W,‘. Thus (3.28) withj = 1 yields 
yl(~, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + yP1(7, t) 
where yP1(7, t) is [Y,(T)]- (2n+1)/2p times a function of t in C2z . We now 
show that for each n >, 1, yn E YK @ Cg where K = K(n). 
The comments ensuing Eq. (2.16) show that the systems for Aj, Bj , 
j > 1 are equidimensional. Since 
yj-1' =YtO + j? (yy +y;)Ek +yy, 
k=l 
it follows that, in the notation of Eq. (2.16), 
&l + yj+l = 
PA,’ sin t - ~B,‘(T) cos t 
- (2P + 1) (Yt0)2pYtj -Y? - 2(Yd),, + p. 
A computation, which is easily carried out via complex exponentials, now 
yields (cf. also (2.17)), 
-‘@l(T) = k,(T)]-’ -% 
where 
@2 + b2)p-l((2p + ') u2 + b2 
2abp 
Hence for j > 1, the system for Aj , B, is 
xi’ = [y,(T)]-1 sxj + d(T), 
with 
(3.34) 
and 9 given by (3.33). Obviously, 
exP [- (J W%(d) -q 
(3.35) 
is an integrating factor for (3.34) an so standard linear algebraic techniques d 
yield the fundamental solution (alternatively the change of variables 
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eo = Y,(T) converts (3.34), (3.35) to a constant coefficients system). We 
obtain, 
Xj(~) = T [2z’17 1”f’(T,f-(21’t1)‘2” 2[u,(~;,-l,2D] T-1 [-A&)] 
[y,(T)]-‘““’ 1),‘2P 
-T[ 0 [‘u&v I (3.36) 
1 
T-l.A+) da, 
T = T-1 xz (a2 + b2)-U2 [ ;  -11 .  
Now settingj = 1 in (3.28) gives 
Y4t + Y2 = -YL - 2YL - (29 + 1) (Yt0)2p (Ytl + YTO). 
The components of d<(~) are derived from the terms -yP, , -2(yp1),t , 
and -(2p + l)(~,O)~p [y7” + (yPl)J. Since (cf. (3.29)-(3.32))~~ (respectively, 
l 2P $; equals [~&)I- ’ ( respectively [rD(5-)]-(2D+1)‘2”) times a function of t 
FV , each component of .A$(,) is a multiple of [,D(~)]-(4”+1)/2”. Thus (3.36) 
shows that A, and B, are linear combinations of [Y~(T)]+~P, [Y~(T)]-‘“~+~)~“*, 
and log[Y,(T)]/[Y,(T)]‘2pf1’/2p. It 1 f  11 a so o ows that yp2(T, t) is a linear combina- 
tion of functions each of which is [Y~(T)]-(~“+~)‘“P, [Y~(T)]-(~*+~)‘““, or 
log[Y,(T)]/[Y,(T)]‘4”f1’/2” times a fUnction of t in c:, . 
Now assume that for some K, yj E YK @ C’g for j < J and yPJ E y;C . 
Then from (3.28) with j = J, &j(T) is [Y,(T)]-’ times a function in Yt2s+l)K 
and so (3.36) shows that A, , B, E Yc2D+1)K+z . Since A, , B, are determined so 
that the right-hand side of (3.28) with j = / is in Y(2P+1b2K+(2D+1) @ Wai, 
it follows that y;+” E 9729+1PKt-(2P+l) 0 CT . 
We have verified that y” E -Y. @ C’E and that for n 3 1, yn E YK @ Cg 
where K = K(n). For the cubic damping equation, i.e., p = 1, y” + cyl is 
given explicitly for general a, b in (18) and in this case y1 E cYo @ Cz . 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3.1-3.3 
The following lemma is used in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let y  be the solution of 
Y” + 4WY + r1 + $+)I Y = F(t); 
Y(O) = a, Y’(O) = 6, 
(4.1) 
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where 
and 
#, a,$ I)’ and F are continuous on [0, m), 
w > -1 on [O, a), 
F//(1 + ~9”~ EW, ~1, 
Then, 
(1 + lCr(W1 f(t) + 2$(t) b 0 on [O, co). (4.2) 
[ +$g + [rw]l’z B [a2 + b2 1 + WV ]1’2 + jJ (1 +F$)I,2 (1 L’C0.m) 
for all t E [O, co). 
Proof. Let 
w = (1 + w>-l W(t)l” + [YWl”* 
Then, since y satisfies (4.1), 
E’(t) = 2YWW _ f(t) [YWI” _ W(t) [r’(t)]” ) 
1 + w  [l + WI2 1 + ?w 
and so (4.2) implies that 
Et(t) < 2y’(W(t) ,( WW’2 I W 
’ 1 + vYt> [l + #(t>ll’” * 
(4.3) 
For 6 > 0, let S, = {t E (0, co): E(t) > S}. On [0, co)\S, , 
E(t) d max[a2 + b2/(1 + 3L(O)), 61. (4.4) 
Since S, is open, it is either empty or an at most countable union of disjoint 
open intervals. On any component (c, d) of S, , (4.3) yields 
2(4dt)[W11’2 < 2 I WI/[1 + $(W2 . 
Integration of this inequality gives, 
E(t)“” < [-W11’2 + s,t L1 ~~~~1~,2 ds 
G max K b2 a2 + 1 + #(O) Y2y s1/21 + II (1 +$)1/a /lL1~o.~, 
(4.5) 
Since 6 is arbitrary, (4.4) and (4.5) yield the conclusion. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let y := r(t, 6) be the solution of (3.1) and let 
y(t, 6) = f y’(d, t) d + tN+%,P.,+l(t, c). 
3--o 
(4.6) 
To prove (i) it suffices to show that there exists +, > 0 such that 1 &+i(t, c)I 
and 1 &+Jt, E)I are uniformly bounded for all (t, C) E [0, co) x [0, ~1. 
For this purpose, (3.1) and (3.8) imply that RN+1 must satisfy 
R;;,, + q(t) %+I + [I + 441 RN+I = FN@, ~1, 
(4.7) 
R~+do) = 0, Rk+l(O) = -yTN(O, O), 
where, / FN(t, ~)j < M( 1 + •t)~~+l exp[e Re h+t] since Y”‘(T, t) E VaN+r X Ci,, . 
Thus for E > 0, 
where M is independent of E, while FN(t, 0) = 0. Lemma 4.1 implies that 
there exist M > 0 and l o > 0 such that for (t, E) E [0, CO) X (0, eo], 
I RN+I(~ 4 + I Kv+&, 4 < We. (4.8) 
But replacing IV by N + 1 in (4.6) and (4.7) now yields (4.8) for RN,., . 
Thus (i) follows since 
To prove (ii) let p satisfy (3.7) and let 
x = x(t, l ) = @RN+&, <)a 
It suffices to show that there exists co > 0 such that I x(t, l )I and / ~‘(t, l )/ 
are uniformly bounded for (t, C) E [0, CO) x [0, co]. 
Since RN,1 satisfies (4.7), x satisfies 
x” + l [g(t) - 24 x’ + L-1 + 4(t) - wgg(t) + ~~11~ = @FN(~, 4, 
x(0) = 0, x’(0) = -yrN(O, 0). 
Let 4(t) = <[g(t) - 2~1 and $(t) = e(h(t) - cpg(t) + q.9). Since p satisfies 
(3.7), an elementary calculation shows that (4.2) is satisfied for E sufficiently 
small. Now I FN(t, E)I < M(l + ~t)~~+l exp[e Re h+t] and so for E > 0; if 
p+Reh+<O, 
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I m erut / FN(tr c)l dt < M/r, 0 (4.9) 
and the proof of (ii) follows from Lemma 4.1 as did the proof of (i). 
Now if Im A+ # 0, 
Re A+ = - & 
1‘ 
zng(t) dt, 
0 
and so (3.7) implies that 
p+ReX+<---&- jzng(t) dt + & j”” [h’(t) + 2g(t)] dt = 0. 
0 0 
On the other hand, if A+ is real it follows from (3.10) that p + A+ < 0 if 
and only if 
(jzmg(t) dt - p)’ + (1”” h(t) dt)2 - (j’” [g(t) cos 2t + h(t) sin 2t] dt)2 
0 0 0 
- 
U 
2rr [h(t) cos 2t - g(t) sin 2t] dt)’ > 0. (4.10) 
0 
But, in much the same fashion as (3.12) follows from (3.11), (4.10) can be 
rewritten as, 
(6” k(t) + $ h’(t) - 24 dt)’ + (/02n h(t) dt)l 
- (5 ozn [g(t) + 4 h’(t) - 2p] cos 2t dt)2 
- 
(1 
,2” [g(t) + $ h’(t) - 2p] sin 2t dt)’ > 0. 
(4.11) 
Now (3.7) implies that k(t) E g(t) + *h’(t) - 2~ > 0. Thus (4.11) follows 
from Lemma 3.1. So (4.9) holds and (ii) is proven. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we need the following a priori bound. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let y  be the solution of (3.16) and let (3.17)-(3.21) hold. 
Then for E suj%iently small there exists M > 0 such that 
Mt)l” + b’(t)l” < J2e-2ECt (4.12) 
fOY azz t E [O, co). 
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Proof. Multiplying (3.16) by y’ and integrating yields 
%[Y’(~)I~ + [r(t>l”> + 6 12~ Jot [YW’ ds + s,’ We, Y(S), Y’(S)) Y’(S) ds j
Z &22 $ 62). 
If now 
let 
Then by (3.18)-(3.20), 
I=2 g2 G&) & = j; sG(E, s) ds. 
(4.13) 
G(E, Y> = i 4~) ~‘3 (4.14) 
Ii=2 
(4.15) 
J 46, Y(S), Y’(S)) Y’(S) ds 
0 
Z==Z j@) sG(c, s) ds - %(E, 4 + I” We, Y(S), ~‘(4) [Y’W ds 
0 0 
> -9(E, a). 
Thus (4.13) implies 
rY’(41” + [Y(W + 4EC jot [y’(s)]2 ds d a2 + b2 + 2E9(% a), 
in particular y and y’ are uniformly bounded. 
Now let y = CW-~~~. It suffices to show that there exists or > 0 such that x 
and x’ are uniformly bounded for (t, l ) E [0, co) x [0, Q]. Since y satisfies 
(3.16), x satisfies 
32’ + E~(E, y, y’) eEct + (1 - c2c2) x = 0, 
x(0) = a, x’(0) = b + ECU. 
Multiplying (4.16) by x’, integrating, and using (3.18) yields, 
NW)12 + (1 - ~~~~~ bW12> + E jot ME, Y(S)) 4s) x’(s) 
+ WE, Y(S), Y’(S)) ([WI2 - 44 ~‘(41 ds 
= &22 + b2 + 2EUbC). 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Now using (4.14) and (4.13, 
s t G(c, Y(S)) 4s) x’(s) ds 0 
== t2 ck(c) it [X(S)]“+’ x’(s) ececks ds 
=_ e2act 2 44 [YWf” 
c 
k=2 
K + 2 + EC lot ezcCs g2 f$$ [Y(s)]“+~ ds - g(~, a) 
I 
Y(t) 
== e2cct 
0 
sG(c, s) ds + a iot ezECS [~o”s’ r2G’(c, r) dr] ds - S?(E, a). 
Thus (3.19)-(3.21) show that (4.17) implies, 
[x’(t)]2 -t- (1 - EV) [LX(t)]2 
< u2 + b2 + 2<[abc + %(c, u)] + 2e2c j” H(E, y(s), y’(s)) x(s) x’(s) ds. 
0 
(4.18) 
Since y and y’ are uniformly bounded and 2 / XX’ / < ~2 + [x’]2, it follows 
from (4.18) that for EC < 1 there exists M > 0 independent of E such that 
[x’(t)12 + [x(t)]’ < (1 - c2c2)-l [u2 + b2 + 2c[ubc + c+?(E, u)] 
+ c2M I,’ ([4s)l” + [x’(s>]~) dj . 
Hence by Gronwall’s inequality, 
[x’(t)12 + [x(t)J2 9 (1 - e2c2)-l (a2 + b2 + 2c[ubc + C??(C, a)]} 
* exp[c2(1 - c2c2)-l AR] < MI exp[.52M2t] (4.19) 
for E < c1 < c-l. 
It follows that 
I y(t)1 < (Ml)1’2 exp[---Ec(l - Wf2) tl, (4.20) 
) y’(t)/ < (I + EC)(MJ~/~ exp[-•Ec(l - &M,) t]. (4.21) 
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For E < or , (4.19)-(4.21) imply that there exists L > 0 independent of E 
such that 
(4.22) 
for all t E [0, CD). Use of (4.22) in (4.18) yields uniform bounds for x and x’, 
which proves the lemma. 
The following lemma is a standard result in stability theory for ordinary 
differential systems. The proof is a trivial modification of the techniques 
used in Bellman (21, Section 2.2) (cf. also (4, Section 111.2)). 
LEMMA 4.3. If all solutions of Y’ = AY, where A is a constant matrix, 
are bounded as t---f co, the same is true of the solutions of 
z’ = (A + B(t))Z + F(t), 
provided that 
s 
m !j B(t)11 dt < 00 and s 
Ot \lF(t)lJ dt < 00. 
0 0 
In particular, there exists M > 0 such that 
II -WI d M [l + jm II WI dt] exp [M irn II WI dt] 
0 
for all t E [0, al). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let y = y(t, l ) be the solution of (3.16) and let 
y(t, l ) = f y+t, t) Ei 3 cN+lRN+l(t, E), YN = f yQ. 
j=o j=O 
Since Y”(T, t) E %N @ Cg , Eqs. (3.22) yield 
YN” + <[2cYN’ + h(<, YN, YN’)] + YN = l ‘+‘F&, E), (4.23) 
where 1 FN(t, E)\ < M(1 + d)N e-Cct. Since y satisfies (3.16), subtraction of 
(4.23) from (3.16) gives, 
R;;,, + 2~c&+, + E-N[h(q y, y’) - h(e, YN, UN’)] + RN+~ = -Fiv(t, E), 
RN+I(~) = 0, G+,(O) = -yTN(O, 0). (4.24) 
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We first show that RN+1 and Rk,, are uniformly bounded. For this purpose 
observe that h(~, y, y’) - h(~., YN, Y”‘) may be partially factored in the form, 
h(E, y, y’) - A(% YN, Y”‘) 
(4.25) 
=E ““V’(,, Y, Y’, J’“) R N+l + f&, yN, yN’, Y’) %+I). 
Herein P and Q are polynomials and, due to assumptions (3.18)-(3.20), 
neither P nor Q has terms of degree zero or one in its latter three variables. 
Now let 
and 
$44 4 = % r(t), YW, YN(4 9, 
&, c) = Q(c, YN(4 t), YN’(4 t), r’(t)). 
Thus setting 
(4.24) can be written as, 
R’ = f-Y 
R(0) = ( ' 
-YTN(o, 0) 
). 
Lemma 4.2 and YN(7, t) E @,,, @ CzV imply that there exists M > 0 such 
that for 0 < E < or < c-l, 
It now follows from Lemma 4.3 that there exists M > 0 such that for 
(4 4 E co, 00) x (0, Ql, 
Since such an estimate holds with N replaced by N + 1 and RN+1 = 
yN+’ + cRN+g , RN+1 and Rk+I are uniformly bounded. 
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Now substituting RN+r = ,z-“~~ into (4.24) implies that 
z”+(l -&“)z 
= -F& E) etCf - 4p(t, c) RN+l(t, c) T q(t, e) Kv+1(f, c)> 8”’ 
= HN(4 E), 
x(0) = 0, z’(0) = -y7N(0, 0). 
Lemma 4.2, YN(7, t) E %N @ Cz , the uniform bounds for RN+1 and Rk+l , 
and the previous remarks on P and Q imply that there exists M > 0 such 
that for 0 < E < <I , 
s 
t / HN(s, c)l ds < E-lM(l + ~t)“l 
0 
for all t E [0, cc). Thus since 
x(t) = (1 - #)-l/2 
! 
-yTN(O, 0) sin(l - l 2c2)rj2 t 
+ Jo’ [sin(l - c2c2)lj2 (t - s)] HN(s, S) ds/ , 
z(t) and z’(t) have a bound of the form M@(l + .~t)~+l. Hence RN+l(t, l ) 
and Rk+,(t, 6) are dominated by IV&(1 + .~t)~+l e+ct and again using the 
remainder equation, RNJrl = yN+l + l R~+~cornpletes the proof of the theorem. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let y  be the solution of 
y” + ,[yyy’)2p+l + H(% y, Y’)l + y = 0; 
Y(O) = a, Y’(O) = b, 
(4.26) 
where 1 and p are nonnegative integers with I+ p 3 I, and H(., ., .) is a 
polynomial without terms of degrees less than 2(Z + p + 1) in y  and y’. Further 
let co > 0 and assume that (3.19), i.e., that 
H(G y, y’) y’ 2 0 for all (6, y, Y’) E [O, co1 x R2. 
Then for suficiently small positive E: 
(i) there exists M > 0 such that 
[y(t)]” + [y’(t)]” < M(l + &l’z+” 
for all t E [O, co); and 
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(ii) if H = 0, there also exists m > 0 such that 
[y(t)]” + [y’(t)]” 3 4 + +l’z+p 
for all t E [0, co). 
We remark that for 1 + p = 0 the analog of (i) is contained in Lemma 4.2 
while the analog of (ii) is trivial. 
Proof, We use the Priifer substitution, 
y(t) = r(t) sin d(t), y’(t) = r(t) cos e(t). 
Then y  satisfies (4.26) if and only if r, 0 satisfy 
r’ = ---EY~~+~P+~ sin21 0 COS~*+~ 0 - EH(E, r sin 0, r cos 0) cos 0, (4.27) 
B’ = 1 -t &21+2P sin2E+1 0 COS~~+~ 0 + Er-lH(c, r sin 8, r cos 8) sin 0. (4.28) 
Since by (4.27), r’ < 0, r is bounded and so by (4.28) there exists C > 0 
such that 
Thus, 
I - Ed < 8’ < I + d. (4.29) 
0, + (1 - 0 G e(t) G e, + (1 + 44 
for all t E [0, co). Multiplying (4.27) by r and setting R = r2 yields 
&R’ = -Rl+p+l sin2” 0 COS~P+~ 0 - EH(E, y, y’) y’ 
< -,Rl+p+l sin2z 0 COS~P+~ 8, 
R-Z--P--1R’ < -2E sin21 e co@+2 e. (4.30) 
Hence, 
R(t) < R(0) 11 + 2~(1 + p) [R(O)]“+” Jot sir? B(s) COS~P+~ e(s)d~l-“~+~ 
Now (4.29) yields for E < C-l, 
(4.31) 
s 
t 
0 
sin2’ B(s) COS~P+~ e(s) ds = %,, (sinzz u COS~P+~ U) (0-l)’ (u) du 
> (1 + cc)-1 l:“’ sin21 u co@+2 u du, 
(4.32) 
where T(t) = 0, + (1 - d’)t. The integrand is periodic, nonnegative, and 
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not equivalent to zero on any interval, so (i) follows easily from (4.31) and 
(4.32) since R = y2 + y/2. When H = 0 equality holds in (4.30) and (4.31). 
The analog of (4.32) is, for E < Cl, 
s 
t 
0 
sin21 0(s) COS~P+~ 8(s) ds < (I - L-l l:“’ sin21 u cos2P+s u du, 
where A’(t) = 0, + (1 + &)t, and (ii) follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Observe that if(i) is proven then (ii) follows from (i) 
and part (ii) of Lemma 4.4. To prove (i), let y  = y(t, E) be the solution of 
(3.27) and let 
y(t, 6) = f  yj(ct, t) d + ~~+lR~+~(t, E), 
j=O 
Now Eqs. (3.28) yield, 
YN = f  yQ. 
i=O 
YN" + ,(YNy+l + YN 
=E N+l[Y:-l + s,^: + cy,“, + c {c( YN’)20+1}k Ek-N-1] (4.33) 
k>N 
= ENflF,,,(t, 6). 
Since Y”(T, t) E 9” @ Cg where K = K(N), there exists M > 0 such that 
s 
cD 1 FN(t, e)I dt < M/E. (4.34) 
0 
Since y  satisfies (3.27), subtraction of (4.33) from (3.27) gives, 
%+, + 6 
i 
kgo (#-” (yN’)“t Kv,, + RN+I = -FN(t, l 1, 
(4.35) 
RN+#) = 0, K,,,(O) = -Y~~(O, 0). 
Now 
4(t) = f  [y’(t)]““-” [Y”‘(,t, t)]k 
k=O 
is nonnegative so (4.34) and Lemma 4.1 imply that there exists M > 0 such 
that for t E [0, co) and 6 > 0, 
I RN+&, 4 + I R;(i+&, ~11 G Mic. 
Since such an estimate holds with N replaced by iV + 1 and RN+1 = 
Y N+l + CR~,~ , RN+1 and R,i,+, are uniformly bounded. 
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Now let 0 < 01 < fi < 1/2p and let m be a positive integer such that 
mp(m+N+ 1)-l 2 a. (4.36) 
By Lemma 4.4, YN(,, t) E yK @ 15’: , and the uniform bound for RN+I , 
it follows that there exists M > 0 such that 
and 
I RN+~ I < M, 1 bjdmfl, (4.37) 
I RN+j 1 < ME&-‘(~ + &a, 1 <j<m+l. (4.38) 
Equations (4.37) and (4.38) for j = 2 imply that 
( R,,, I < Me&(1 + ,t)-B/N+2, 
and, since RN+1 = yNfl + ER~+~ and yN+l(7, t) E yK @ Caz , we have (with 
another choice of M), 
1 RN+, I < M(1 + ,t)-“lN+‘. 
Next (4.37) and (4.38) for j = 3 imply that 
1 RN+3 1 < ME-‘(1 + et)-2BIN+3, 
so since RN+2 = yNf2 f ERN+~ , 
I RN+, I < ME-l(l + ,t)-2”/N+3, 
and similarly, 
1 RN+1 I < M(l + ct)-2B/N+3. 
Continuing to RN+m+l yields, 
1 RN+, 1 < M(l + ct)-mBIN+m+l < M(l + et)-=. 
The same procedure applies for Rk,, , which proves the theorem. 
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